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FAIBA in Delmar Silver

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Vanities that Dazzle

INTRODUCING THE ARMADI ART AVANTGARDE FIABA SERIES
FAIBA in White

(Elmwood Park, NJ. November 13, 2015) Creating inspiring spaces has everything
to do with combining practicality with an alluring touch of whimsy and pushing
the boundaries on the status quo! The crisp and contemporary FIABA Vanity
Series from Topex conveys a modern simplicity and refinement paired with
comfort and usability. The satin mirror finish radiates a feeling of glamour and
gives the FIABA an artistic style all its own. The FIABA shown above offers the
luxury of double sinks, the model to the right shows the primal sophistication of
White Glass and Dark Crocodile.
Each FIABA vanity features a European manufactured glass finish cabinet with
no assembly required. The vanities are made of solid aluminum construction and are completely waterproof. Sizes are 32", 48", 63", and 79" with a 20"
depth. The FIABA comes standard in black, burgundy, delmar silver or white
glass along with matching solid glass countertops. Silver, black, burgundy, gold,
delmar silver or crocodile pattern acrylic vessel bowls are the standard pallette.
Topex can create custom colors to match your decor for the vanity cabinet,
countertop and sinks.
Presenting the contemporary classics of our century.
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ABOUT TOPEX
Topex Design is a leading supplier
of European manufactured luxury
decorative hardware, accessories and
boutique bathroom furniture. Headquartered just outside of New York,
Topex Design’s cabinet knob and
pull designs are crafted in Italy and
Spain. Since 1974, the boutique bathroom furniture has been manufactured
in Milan, Italy and Istanbul, Turkey
under the brand name Antonio Valanti
for discerning clientele worldwide. The
company’s unique European bath
collections elevate the bath environment to luxury at its very finest. The
environment is always at the forefront
of Topex Design’s selection process.
Visit TopexDesign.com to view their
entire product line.

